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used, are alone superior to poetry, and, with your ear, may easily be made harmonious.
If there is any merit in my play, I think it is in interrupting the spectator's fathoming the whole story till the last, and in making every scene tend to advance the catastrophe. These arts are mechanic, I confess; but at least they are as meritorious as the scrupulous delicacy of the French in observing, not only the unities, but a fantastic decorum, that does not exist in nature, and which consequently reduce all their tragedies, wherever the scene may lie, to the manners of modern Paris. Corneille could be Eoman; Eacine neve.r but French, and consequently, though a better poet, less natural and less various. Both indeed have prodigious merit. Phedre7 is exquisite, Britan-nicus7 admirable ; and both excite pity and terror. Corneille is scarce ever tender, but always grand; yet never equal in a whole play to Eacine. Rodogitne8, which I greatly admire, is very defective; for the two Princes are so equally good, and the two women so very bad, that they divide both our esteem and indignation. Yet I own, Bacine, Corneille, and Voltaire ought to rank before all our tragedians, but Shakespeare. Jane Shore6 is perhaps our best play after his. I admire All for Love10 very much; and some scenes in Don Sebastian11, and Young's Revenge™. The Siege of Damascus13 is very pure—and Phaedra and Hijypolitus14 fine poetry, though wanting all the nature of the original. We have few other tragedies of signal merit, though the four first acts of The Fair Penitent16 are very good. It is strange that Dryden, who showed such a knowledge of nature in The CocJc and Fox, should have so very
7	By Eacine.	is By John Hughes (1720).
8	By Corneille.	» By Edmund Smith (1707), based
0 By Nicholas Eowe (1714).                  on Racine's Phedre;   the  prologue
10	By Dryden (1678).	was written by Addison,  and the
11	By Dryden (1690).	epilogue by Prior.
J* By Edward Young (1721).	is By Rowe (1703).

